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King Charles III: Five Things the New 
British Monarch said about Islam and 

Muslims 
 
The king, who once studied Arabic to better understand the Quran, has long spoken 
about Islamic history and theology according to the Middle East Eye. 
 

 
 
King Charles III, pictured on 19 November 2021, next to the 'mahmal', the palanquin 
formerly used to transport the 'kiswah', the cover that engulfs the Kaaba, during a visit 
to Egypt's Alexandria (AFP) 
By  
Rayhan Uddin 
 
The article adds more information to my premise and Blessed Hope #155 about old 
“Sausage Fingers” Charlie being the Antichrist of Revelation 13.  I urge you to read the 
content of The Blessed Hope, Part 155 posted on April 29th, 2023.  If I am right it may 
not be around too much longer.  Be sure to view WEF “Great Reset” King Charles 
Boasts He Is Direct Descendant of Muhammad posted May 2, 2023 by News Punch. 
 
In 1996, the grand mufti of Cyprus, shockingly, accused Charles III - the new British 
king - of secretly being a Muslim.  
 

https://www.middleeasteye.net/users/rayhan-uddin
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/TBH155.pdf
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/wef-great-reset-king-charles-boasts-he-is-direct-descendant-of-muhammad/
https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/wef-great-reset-king-charles-boasts-he-is-direct-descendant-of-muhammad/
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"Did you know that Prince Charles has converted to Islam? Yes, yes. He is a Muslim. I 
can't say more. But it happened in Turkey. Oh, yes, he converted all right,” the late 
Nazim Al-Haqqani said.  
 
“When you get home check on how often he travels to Turkey. You'll find that your 
future king is a Muslim.”  
 
Buckingham Palace simply replied: “Nonsense.”  
 
Charles, who became the new monarch following the death of his mother Queen 
Elizabeth II, aged 96, is not a secret Muslim - but his admiration and knowledge of the 
Islamic faith is well documented. 
 
The 73-year-old, who is now the head of the Church of England, has made several 
speeches whilst king-in-waiting on theological and historical subjects related to Muslims 
and Islam.  
 
He even once revealed that he had been learning Arabic in order to understand the 
Quran better - a fact praised by Cambridge Central Mosque’s imam last week during a 
sermon. 
  
Middle East Eye takes a look at some of Charles III’s most significant references to 
Islam over the decades.  
 

The environment and natural world 
Charles has long advocated on environmental issues and climate change, occasionally 
invoking Islamic theology on the subject. 
 
In a 1996 speech entitled "A Sense of the Sacred: Building Bridges Between Islam and 
the West", he suggested that an appreciation of Islamic views on natural order would 
“help us in the West to rethink, and for the better, our practical stewardship of man and 
his environment”.  
 
Charles elaborated on those views in a 2010 speech at the Oxford Centre for Islamic 
Studies, which he has been a patron of since 1993.  

https://www.meforum.org/356/prince-charles-of-arabia
https://www.middleeasteye.net/topics/queen-elizabeth-ii
https://www.middleeasteye.net/topics/queen-elizabeth-ii
https://twitter.com/CambCentMosque/status/1568570072138137603?s=20&t=BWR-0pS6nSvDLxxxM_1-Ww
https://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/speech/speech-hrh-prince-wales-titled-sense-sacred-building-bridges-between-islam-and-west-wilton
https://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/speech/speech-hrh-prince-wales-titled-islam-and-environment-sheldonian-theatre-oxford
https://www.oxcis.ac.uk/
https://www.oxcis.ac.uk/
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Charles III: How the new king became the most pro-Islam monarch in British 
history 
 
“From what I know of [Islam’s] core teachings and commentaries, the important principle 
we must keep in mind is that there are limits to the abundance of nature,” he said. 
 
“These are not arbitrary limits, they are the limits imposed by God and, as such, if my 
understanding of the Quran is correct, Muslims are commanded not to transgress 
them.” 
 
He later describes Islam as possessing “one of the greatest treasuries of accumulated 
wisdom and spiritual knowledge available to humanity” - a tradition he said was 
obscured by a drive towards “western materialism”.  
 
“The inconvenient truth is that we share this planet with the rest of creation for a very 
good reason - and that is, we cannot exist on our own without the intricately balanced 
web of life around us.” 
  
"Islam has always taught this and to ignore that lesson is to default on our contract with 
Creation.” 
 
He went on to mention examples of Islamic urban planning through the centuries, 
including irrigation systems in Spain 1,200 years ago, as examples of how “prophetic 
teachings” maintained long-term resource planning in favor of “short-term economics”.  
 
Indeed, Charles III’s garden in his Gloucestershire home is inspired by Islamic traditions 
and plants mentioned in the Quran. 
  

Danish cartoons and Satanic Verses 
In 2006, during a visit to Al-Azhar University in Egypt’s Cairo, King Charles criticized the 
publication of Danish cartoons a year earlier which mocked the Prophet Muhammad.  

https://www.middleeasteye.net/countries/egypt
https://www.middleeasteye.net/opinion/king-charles-most-pro-islam-monarch-british-history
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“The true mark of a civilized society is the respect it pays to minorities and to strangers,” 
he said. “The recent ghastly strife and anger over the Danish cartoons shows the 
danger that comes of our failure to listen and to respect what is precious and sacred to 
others.” 
 
It wasn’t the first time the former prince reportedly contributed to a debate on Islam and 
freedom of speech in the West.  
 
In 2014, author Martin Amis told Vanity Fair that he had argued with Charles over his 
apparent refusal to support Salman Rushdie after a fatwa was issued against him 
following the publication of The Satanic Verses.  
 
Iran’s Ayatollah Khomeini declared a fatwa against Rushdie, whose 1989 novel was 
accused of insulting Islam.  
 
Amis claimed that Charles told him that he would not offer support “if someone insults 
someone else’s deepest convictions”. 
 
Following the publication of the book, Rushdie’s Norwegian publisher was shot, his 
Italian translator was stabbed and his Japanese editor was murdered.  
 
Rushdie himself was severely injured last month after being repeatedly stabbed at a 
public appearance in New York. 
 

Islam and the West 
Charles has spoken of the need for those in the West to better understand Islam, 
particularly during a much-cited October 1993 speech.  
 
“If there is much misunderstanding in the West about the nature of Islam, there is also 
much ignorance about the debt our own culture and civilization owe to the Islamic world. 
It is a failure which stems, I think, from the straitjacket of history which we have 
inherited,” he said at the Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies almost three decades ago.  
 
He said that Islam had “preserved a metaphysical and unified view of ourselves and the 
world around us”, which the West had lost following the scientific revolution.  
 
He also called on people to resist the temptation to associate extremism with Islam. 
 
“We must not be tempted to believe that extremism is in some way the hallmark and 
essence of the Muslim. Extremism is no more the monopoly of Islam than it is the 
monopoly of other religions, including Christianity,” he said.  
 
“The vast majority of Muslims, though personally pious, are moderate in their politics. 
Theirs is the 'religion of the middle way'. The Prophet himself always disliked and feared 
extremism.”  

Islamic finance 

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/apr/15/martin-amis-arguing-prince-charles-rushdie-fatwa
https://www.middleeasteye.net/countries/iran
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/salman-rushdie-stabbed-new-york-event
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/salman-rushdie-stabbed-new-york-event
https://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/speech/speech-hrh-prince-wales-titled-islam-and-west-oxford-centre-islamic-studies-sheldonian
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In a 2013 speech to the World Islamic Economic Forum in London, Charles III displayed 
detailed knowledge of Islamic finance, and the benefits he believed it could bring to 
global financial markets.  
 
“It is surely a good idea to explore how the spirit inherent in the ‘moral economy’ of 
Islam could enable a just and ethical approach towards the management of systemic 
risk in economics, in business and finance,” he said.   
 
'It is surely a good idea to explore how the spirit inherent in the "moral economy" 
of Islam could enable a just and ethical approach towards the management of 
systemic risk in economics, in business and finance'  - King Charles III 
  
“The way risk-sharing, implicit in musharaka, works, for example, with lenders sharing 
the borrower’s risk, and the notion of mudharabah, the sharing of profit.” 
 
"This is very different from the way that conventional finance transfers the risk quickly 
and frequently onto someone else with profit going just one way.” 
 
He went on to use the Islamic concept of riba (usury) to make a comment on the 
equitability of natural resource consumption.  
 
“I suspect that if the strict injunction of the Quran against riba were to be applied to the 
economic system that prevails at the moment, then the debt we have effectively 
incurred for future generations by the depletion of the Earth’s natural capital would 
surely be found to be usurious and profoundly unacceptable,” he said.  
 
“This is why financial and business organizations that keep to the principles embedded 
within Islam could be helpful in forging a more ethical approach that leads to equitable 
outcomes.”  
 

Muslim influence on the world 
Charles III has frequently remarked on the contribution of Muslims to science, art and 
academia. 
  
"We need to remember that we in the West are in debt to the scholars of Islam, for it 
was thanks to them that during the Dark Ages in Europe the treasures of classical 
learning were kept alive," he said at Al-Azhar University in 2006.  
 
Three years earlier, at the Markfield Institute for Higher Education in Leicestershire, 
he commented on Islam’s contribution to mathematics.  
 
“Anyone who doubts the contribution of Islam and Muslims to the European 
Renaissance should, as an exercise, try to do some simple arithmetic using Roman 
numerals.  
 

https://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/speech/speech-prince-wales-world-islamic-economic-forum-london
https://www.princeofwales.gov.uk/speech/speech-hrh-prince-wales-during-his-visit-islamic-foundation-markfield-institute-higher
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Thank goodness for Arabic numerals and the concept of zero introduced into European 
thought by Muslim mathematicians!" 
 
In his famous 1993 speech, he spoke of women’s rights advances in Muslim countries 
preceding that of some in the West.  
 
“Islamic countries like Turkey, Egypt and Syria gave women the vote as early as Europe 
did its women and much earlier than in Switzerland! In those countries women have 
long enjoyed equal pay, and the opportunity to play a full working role in their 
societies.”  
 
This article is available in French on Middle East Eye French edition. 
 
Middle East Eye delivers independent and unrivalled coverage and analysis of the 
Middle East, North Africa and beyond.  
 
I only recently read this report and my response is simply, it is rubbish and hypocrisy.  
My suspicion is that old “Sausage Fingers” will allow the radical Muslim elements to run 
roughshod over nations that have no idea of what happens when Muslims reach 5% of 
the population of any community or nation.  I never would have thought it possible for 
Muslims to block Times Square in New York City for the blowing of the Muslim call to 
prayer in the middle of the day.  The photo here was taken in front of Trump Tower. 
 

 

https://www.middleeasteye.net/fr/reportages/sahara-occidental-maroc-algerie-roquettes-drones-guerre-polisario
https://www.middleeasteye.net/fr/reportages/sahara-occidental-maroc-algerie-roquettes-drones-guerre-polisario
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In Minnesotastan the Minneapolis government authorized the blowing of the call to 
prayer five times a day. A significant portion of the city's residents today - 42% - are 
foreign born. More than half are believed to be practicing Muslim Recently a 
‘MINNESOTASTAN’ Somali Muslim connected to scheme to launder $$millions in 
federal child nutrition funds arrested for trying to leave the U.S. with fraudulently 
obtained passport.  ‘MINNESOTASTAN’ Somali Muslim connected to scheme to 
launder $30 million in federal child nutrition funds arrested for trying to leave the U.S. 
with fraudulently obtained passport. 
 
One of those companies, ThinkTechAct Foundation, claimed to MDE in June 2021 that 
it was serving meals to more than 160,000 children a day at 10 different distribution 
centers, according to court documents. From February 2021 to January 2022, 
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ThinkTechAct received more than $21 million through the FCNP, which accounted for 
virtually all of the money the company deposited in its U.S. Bank account, court records 
show. 
 
Of those funds, $12 million was eventually transferred to Empire Cuisine & Market LLC, 
which court documents describe as “a small storefront restaurant and market” in a 
Shakopee strip mall, the complaint says. Ismail and another person co-founded Empire 
Cusine & Market in April 2020. 
 
The criminal complaint states Empire Cuisine & Market received another $12 million 
from Partners in Quality Care and Feeding Our Future. In the time since federal 
authorities opened an investigation, Partners in Quality Care has lost funding from 
MDE, and Feeding Our Future has dissolved as a nonprofit. 
 
The money sent to Empire Cuisine & Market was supposed to reimburse meals for 
children. In reality, much of the money was disbursed directly to people involved in the 
conspiracy and shell companies in an attempt to launder the money, the complaint 
alleges. More than $2.2 million was transferred directly to Ismail, and another $2.3 
million went to the CEO of ThinkTechAct. In all. 
  
The complaint says while executing that search warrant, authorities seized Ismail’s 
passport. Prosecutors allege that Ismail, a native Somali who immigrated to the U.S. 
and later gained citizenship in 2005, later applied for a new passport, claiming he had 
“lost” it at home. He also said he had filed a police report, the criminal complaint states, 
even though he hadn’t. Still, the U.S. State Department issued Ismail a new passport on 
March 22. 
 
Ismail then tried to use that fraudulently obtained passport to board a flight Wednesday 
leaving Rochester International Airport en route to Nairobi, Kenya. FBI agents arrested 
Ismail as he boarded his flight to Amsterdam at Minneapolis-St. Paul International 
Airport. 
 
Despite running multiple companies in a scheme that collectively misappropriated more 
than $30 million, court documents show Mohamed Jama Ismail, 49, of Isanti, so far, has 
only been charged with one count of passport fraud. He has not been charged in 
connection with the investigation into Feeding Our Future. 
 
If you want to know what Islam is doing to your country, subscribe to the web site Bare 
Naked Islam.  Sub title:  It isn’t Islamophobia When they really are trying to kill you. 
 
For Prince Charlie to embrace Islam is the epitome of Pedophilia that allows old men to 
marry small girls to satisfy their depraved sexual passions.  God will bring judgement to 
the Antichrist, along with a debauched and depraved world in the very near future.  If 
you have not repented and asked the Creator of the universe to forgive you of your sins, 
it may already be too late.  While the masses from around the world will be fawning all 
over themselves to get a glimpse of this sicko being crowned, we can only hope and 
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pray that others will come to their senses and ask for Jesus Christ to forgive them and 
save them from the world that has embraced the demonic. 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob Reid, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
 
  

mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/

